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Renewable energy (RE) is the potential solution to the current world’s problems pertaining to 
the energy crisis and environmental concerns. Like other countries Bangladesh, which is currently 
starving for energy, has given more importance to RE especially solar energy to mitigate the 
energy-related problems. According to RE policy of Bangladesh, the targeted RE share was 5% to 
be achieved by 2015 (500 MW). At the beginning of 2018, the country was able to install ~506 
MW from RE sources (3.10%), in which significant portion comes from solar energy. The factors 
that contributed mainly to achieve the target are government policies and initiatives, international 
influence, solar panel price reduction, private sector participation, public awareness. In this study, 
the influences of these factors have been discussed. Besides, the technologies implemented for the 
fulfillment of RE share target has been analyzed. 
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1.  Introduction 
1.1  General information about Bangladesh 

The People’s Republic of Bangladesh is a South-Asian 
country which has coordinates 20o34’and 26o38’ north 
latitude and 88o01’ and 92o41’ east longitude. Fig.1 
shows the geographical location of Bangladesh. The total 
area of the country is 147, 570 km2. It has eight divisions, 
namely Dhaka, Chittagong, Rajshahi, Barisal, Sylhet, 
Khulna, Mymensingh and Rangpur. The meteorological 
condition of the country can be divided into six distinct 
seasons which are summer, monsoon, autumn, 
late-autumn, winter, and spring. In summer, the average 
temperature is 27.75oC where the average temperature is 
20oC in winter 1). 

Currently the total population of the country is almost 
166 million and its position is 8th based on the lists of the 
populated countries in the world2). The population 
density of the country is increasing in every year. There 
was a drastic change in population density within the 
year 1990 to 2018. In 1990, the population density was 
816 people/km2 which becomes 1,278 people/km2 in 
2018. However, the adult literacy rate in the country is 
72.76% according to the statistics of 20163). Almost 65% 
of the total population live in the rural areas5). 

 

 
     Fig. 1: Geographical map of Bangladesh 4) 
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Therefore, agriculture is the main profession for the 
people. Besides, agriculture is the leading driving force 
of the economy of the country. Fishing, manufacturing, 
power sector and retail trade are the other remarkable 
professions. Moreover, industrialization is an emergent 
sector in the country due to the low-cost labor. 
 
1.2 Present energy status 

Electricity is the primary impetus for urbanization, 
industrialization and economic growth. As in 2015, 68% 
people of the total population have the electricity access 
in Bangladesh and per capita electricity consumption was 
348kWh, which is low assessed with other developing 
country 6). Per capita energy consumption is an essential 
parameter for the development of a country and it has a 
reciprocal relationship with GDP growth as well, which 
exposed in some recent studies 7).  

Though net energy generation is increasing every year, 
however, still it is not at a satisfactory level. In 2012, it 
was 33,397 GWh where it became 57,276 GWh in 2017 
8). More than 70% enhancement in net energy generation 
ensued within last six years (2012 to 2017). Current 
electricity generation mix by fuel type (including off-grid 
RE) is displayed in fig. 2. 

 

 
 Fig. 2: Electricity generation mix9) 

 
For electricity generation, Bangladesh mainly depends 

on fossil fuels where the dominating energy source is 
natural gas. Power plants, industry sector, fertilizer 
factories and transport sector are reliant on natural gas. 
Almost 54 % of total energy consumption comes from 
natural gas 8). Other notable energy sources are oil, coal, 
and diesel. 

According to current estimation, Bangladesh will face 
a severe energy crisis in upcoming years if the mono-fuel 
dependency on natural gas continues. It is expected that 
total power demand will rise nearly 24,000 MW 10) in 
2021 where current power generation capacity is 
approximately 16,321 MW (including Off-Grid RE) in 
2018 9). 

Therefore, it is mandatory to move towards alternative 

energy sources to ensure energy security in future. 
 

1.3  Potential renewable energy sources in 
Bangladesh 

Renewable energy (RE) is the energy source that is 
ample in nature and it is not depleted by means of 
continuous utilization. Besides, RE is environment 
benign and sustainable energy. Bangladesh is sanctified 
with plentiful RE sources like solar, biomass, wind and 
hydropower energy. However, within the renewables, 
solar, biomass and biogas are the most suitable resources 
considering the geographical location and 
socio-economic conditions of Bangladesh. As 
Bangladesh is a country of flat land and here water head 
is low, therefore, only small-scale hydropower is 
favorable. Inadequate information about wind energy 
makes the use of this to a small extent. However, still 
Bangladesh is not using their RE sources effectively.  

At present, RE shares among the total electricity 
generation in Bangladesh is only 3.10% 9)where the 
value in the world accounts 23.5 % of total energy 
generation in 2015 11). Among the renewables, solar, 
wind, hydro, biomass and biogas are used in Bangladesh. 
The share of RE by fuel type is shown in fig. 3. For 
next-generation energy sufficiency and energy security, 
Bangladesh needs to develop more RE facility as other 
developed countries are doing 12). Like Hawaii, USA and 
Okinawa, Japan is installing more RE facilities to ensure 
next-generation energy mix and to reduce the cost of 
energy generation 13). 

From fig. 3, it is seen that the maximum share of RE 
in Bangladesh comes from solar energy which is 53.7% 
of total RE (~272MW). The usage of solar energy in this 
country mainly started at 2010. However, up to now, it 
has achieved a huge success. Fig. 4 shows the power 
generation from solar energy from 2010 to 2017.  
 

 
Fig. 3: Renewable energy share by fuel type 9) 
In this study, the progress of solar energy for the 

period of 2010 to 2017 has been discussed 
comprehensively and the influencing factors behind the 
flourishment of solar energy are explained. 
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Fig. 4: power generation from solar energy (including 
off-grid) 9) 

 
2. Solar energy situation in Bangladesh  
2.1  Solar energy availability 

Solar energy is the most favorable RE source to 
mitigate the current energy crisis problem around the 
world. On the earth surface, annual solar radiation is 
nearly 3,400,000 exajoule (EJ). The generated electric 
power from the available solar insolation is 1700 TW 
theoretically and the approximation is that world’s 
current power demand could be solved by 1% of that 
energy 14). Geographical location of Bangladesh assists 
her to receive a considerable amount of solar energy 
throughout the year. Annual existing solar radiation is 
more than 1900 kWh/m2 whereas average daily solar 
radiation varies within the range of 4-6.5 kWh/m2. In fig. 
5, average monthly solar irradiation of six divisional 
districts of Bangladesh has been exhibited. From fig. 5, it 
is evident that Rajshahi district has the maximum solar 
irradiation comparing with other divisional districts. 
Besides, from March to May solar radiation is maximum 
while November to January it gets the minimum. 

 

  
Fig. 5: Average monthly solar irradiation 15) 

For generating electricity, a few solar energy 
technologies are prevalent and promising worldwide 
such as solar home system (SHS), solar PV and 
concentrating solar power (CSP). Potential of those solar 
energy technologies are also high in case of Bangladesh 
shown in Table 1. 
 

 
Table 1: Solar energy potential in Bangladesh 6)  

Technology Potential power 

(MW) 

SHS 234 

Grid-connected solar PV 50,174 

CSP 234 
 

 
2.2  Usage and progress of solar energy 

Bangladesh has started to use the solar energy for 
power generation comprehensively from last few years 
which is essential for moving towards sustainable 
development and to ensure energy security. At present, 
54% solar energy share exists among the total RE in the 
country 9). Currently using solar energy technologies are 
SHS, solar irrigation, solar power plant, solar drinking 
water system, solar street light, solar mini-grid and solar 
rooftop. Bangladesh achieved remarkable success in the 
SHS. 
 

2.2.1 Solar home system 
In SHS, PV panel is used to generate electricity. The 

purpose of launching SHS in Bangladesh was to make 
sure electricity access of off-grid rural people. This 
system helps to shift kerosene and diesel which were 
used in lamps and generators respectively. Bangladesh 
has achieved tremendous success in SHS. Up to now, the 
total no. of installed SHS is 5.2 million with 218.48 MW 
capacities 16). Infrastructure Development Company 
Limited (IDCOL) is a major contributing company 
which installed 4.5 million SHS out of total 5.2 million 
SHS. The other 0.7 million SHS was installed mainly by 
Bangladesh Rural Electrification Board (BREB), 
German Organization for Technical Cooperation (GIZ), 
Infrastructure Development Company Limited (TR/ 
KABIKHA project). The increasing trend of SHS 
installation of last seven years is shown in fig. 6. 

From fig. 6, it is observed that from the year 2011 to 
2017 the number of SHS increases more than four times. 
Besides, the number of SHS installation in last five years 
is 3.3 million that brings almost 150 million people into 
the access of electricity. 
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 Fig. 6: Increasing trend of SHS installation 9) 
 

2.2.2  Solar irrigation 
One of the fundamental driving forces of Bangladesh’s 

economy is agriculture, which adds 18.64% of its GDP 9).  
Therefore, it is imperative to enhance the agricultural 
production sustainably. Irrigation has a considerable 
significance in this country’s agriculture. At present, 
there are approximately 1.34 million diesel-powered 
pumps running for irrigation purposes 9). The 
government has already set the objective to replace all 
diesel-powered pumps by solar driven pumps, 
consequently, it will make possible to generate 150 MW 
of electricity from irrigation sector. To the year of 2017, 
total implemented solar irrigation pump capacity is 18.03 
MW where more than 96% installation was done by 
IDCOL. In this case, IDCOL acts as a fund manager. 
Besides, very few solar irrigation units were installed by 
BREB and Bangladesh Agricultural Development 
Corporation (BADC). The increasing trend of solar 
irrigation is displayed in fig. 7. Still government needs to 
go a long way toward fulfilling the target of 150MW. 

 

  
Fig. 7: Increasing trend of solar irrigation 9) 

 
 

2.2.3 Solar power plant 
Very recently, from 3rd August 2017, a 3MW solar 

power plant has successfully started to produce 
electricity and supply to the national grid. This is the first 
ever solar power plant in Bangladesh located at Shimla 
bazaar, Sarishabari of Jamalpur with eight acres of land. 
This is a milestone for Bangladesh in solar energy which 
other can follow.  

This solar power plant has been added 8,00,000 kWh 
electricity to national grid line from its starting to 
mid-October 2017. Within two and half months of its 
operation, it was able to reduce the burning of almost 
2,00,000 liters of diesel comparing with same amount of 
electricity production from diesel power plant 17). 

 
2.2.4 Solar pump for drinking water 

Solar powered drinking water system can ensure safe 
water supply by eliminating arsenic, salinity and other 
impurities from water. This technology has high demand 
in coastal areas where there is scarce of safe drinking 
water. Bangladesh government has started to install solar 
pump for drinking water a few years ago. At present, the 
number of the installed solar pump for drinking water is 
152 with a total capacity of 1.55 MW 9). 

 
    2.2.5 Solar street light  

Bangladesh has recently started to use solar energy for 
street light. In 2017, the total numbers of installed solar 
street light are 34194 with a 2.32 MW capacity. This 
project is implemented by IDCOL(TR/KABIKHA) 9). 

 
 2.2.6 Solar mini-grid  
As national grid cannot be expanded easily in remote 

off-grid areas, therefore, it is a big challenge to provide 
electricity in those places. To make the electricity 
available to remote places, the government has already 
taken several initiatives and identified 30 off-grid 
locations where there is no plan to expand grid line in 
next 15-20 years. Solar mini grid project is one the great 
initiatives to make electricity access for deprived rural 
people. The government has given financial support to 
IDCOL mainly to establish the solar mini-grid projects.  

Up to now, 11 mini-grids has been successfully 
installed and are in operation. The total capacity of 
installed solar mini-grid is 2.19 MW. Besides, 15 more 
mini-grid with 3.17 cumulative capacity is in under 
process. However, a 650 kWp solar mini-grid at Shalla, 
Sunamganj has been established by BPDB that is the 
biggest mini grid project in south asia 9). 

 
   2.2.7 Solar rooftop 

The government has taken initiatives to use the 
roof-top of commercial and residential buildings to 
install the solar PV system. This solar roof-top project 
has been started from 2014. From the beginning to now, 
the total installed capacity of the solar roof-top project is 
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almost 30 MW 9). 

 
2.3  Future potential solar energy technology for 

Bangladesh 
As Bangladesh is blessed to have a huge amount of 

solar energy due to her geographical location, therefore, 
solar powered technologies have high potential in this 
country. Already few technologies have successfully 
implemented. However, one future potential technology 
is a solar-powered desiccant system, which can be used 
for drying purpose of different kinds of agricultural 
products/ foods storage. Cooling technologies powered 
by RE has great potential at farm level cold storage in 
this country 18). To meet the increasing air-conditioning 
load demand of the country, solar adsorption cooling can 
be an alternative which is almost zero electricity 
technology 19). Another use of solar energy can be solar 
thermal energy production in large scale for industrial 
and domestic hot water supply 20, 21). 
 
3. Key factors of solar energy progress 
3.1 Main contributed renewable energy policies 
  3.1.1 Private sector power generation policy of 
Bangladesh, 1996 22) 

With the Private Sector Power Generation Policy of 
Bangladesh, approved in 1996, the government has 
decided to allow the private sector in power generation. 
The government has permitted private investors for 
establishing power plants and retailed electricity to the 
government. To encourage the private investors, the 
government has offered several attractive incentive 
packages. Bangladesh government has provided payment 
guarantee to project company through implementation 
agreement. The project company will get assistance in 
getting clearances from various government agencies. 
Besides, the project company will get an exemption from 
corporate income tax for a period of 15 years. Under this 
policy, the government has also offered to import plant 
and equipment and spare parts (10% of original plant 
cost) without payment of customs duties, VAT and any 
other surcharges. Avoidance of double taxation on the 
basis of bilateral agreements has been ensured under the 
policy. To recover the foreign direct investment, the 
company will be allowed to convert Bangladeshi 
currency Taka to the corresponding foreign currency.   

 
Therefore, this policy has a huge contribution to 

enhance the private investor participation in the power 
sector. 

 
    3.1.2 Guidelines for remote area power supply 
system, 2008 

After implementing the Private Sector Power 
Generation Policy of Bangladesh, many potential 
entrepreneurs exposed interest in that idea; however, 
satisfactory progress has not been ended so far. Therefore, 

Remote Area Power Supply System (RAPSS) was 
commenced to accelerate the power supply in remote 
areas. The primary purpose of this guideline was to move 
faster the coverage of electricity in remote and isolate 
areas with the private sector investment. Under this 
policy, the government will offer the project land to the 
private investor for the development and operation of 
power generation utility including the electricity 
distribution and retail supply system for a period up to 20 
years.  

Under the policy of RAPSS 23), the government will 
allow small power generation and distribution projects 
on the basis of a short-period concession. Besides, the 
project will be permitted within the structure of the 
existing policies. The government will provide the 
project area to the investors that are far from the national 
grid line especially in rural and coastal areas. The 
government also decided to approve on-grid tariff nearly 
equivalent to that of REB. 
 

3.1.3 Renewable energy policy of Bangladesh, 2008 
24) 

This policy was adopted to accelerate and promote the 
usage of RE in Bangladesh. The RE policy aimed to 
establish a dedicated organization for development and 
promotion of sustainable and renewable energy to meet 
5% of total power demand from RE sources by 2015 and 
10% by 2020. Moreover, it has an important role to 
facilitate investment and to provide fiscal incentives for 
RE based projects provided the provision of 10% higher 
tariff in RE based projects than the highest purchase 
price of electricity by the utility from private generators.  

Under this policy, the government established 
sustainable and renewable energy development authority 
(SREDA). According to the target set by this policy to 
meet power demand, the target was fulfilled partially up 
to 2015 and hopefully the target for 2020 will be fulfilled 
in due time. The provision of fiscal incentives and 10% 
higher tariff encouraged many investors and 
entrepreneurs in RE based projects. 
 
  3.1.4 Sustainable and renewable energy development 
authority  

SREDA was formed in December 2012 as a nodal 
agency to promote and facilitate sustainable and 
renewable energy. It also acts as a safeguard to energy 
mix and energy security.  

SREDA has taken several initiatives25) like 
formulation and revision of existing policies, rules, 
regulations to support RE based projects. For renewable 
energy and energy efficiency development, SREDA will 
set a year-wise target and prepare a program to achieve 
the targets and monitor the progress. SREDA also works 
to standardize the renewable energy as well as 
energy-efficient products/appliances. On a regular basis, 
they arrange a meeting with the stakeholders to coordinate 
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and monitor the activities of sustainable energy. This 
organization is also in charge for designing and 
implementation of different social and cultural programs 
such as involving school children in energy-related affairs, 
essay competition, seminars, symposiums, TV talk shows, 
fairs, video clips etc. 

 
    3.1.5 Special Act -2010 for quick procurement in 
power and energy sector and its subsequent amendment 
2015 

This policy was taken to ensure the rapid process of 
procurement of power and energy through unsolicited 
proposals from the private entrepreneurs without 
engaging in the lengthy tendering process. Under this 
policy, any entrepreneur can submit a project proposal to 
power division for RE-based power project development 
with detail report regarding land, evacuation, technology, 
feasibility and tariff. After evaluation, the power division 
may go for tariff negotiation and after successful 
negotiation; Letter of Intent (LOI) will be issued to 
successful proposed projects.  

 
3.2 International influences 

One of the main driving factors of the solar energy 
progress is the influence of the foreign funding agencies. 
SHS installation has been driven by technical and 
financial support from various development partners like 
Asian Development Bank (ADB), World Bank, Islamic 
Development Bank, German Development Cooperation 
(GIZ), Global Environment Facility, International 
Development Association and German Government 
owned Development Bank (Kreditanstalt für 
Wiederaufbau), Department for International 
Development of the United Kingdom, Global 
Environment Facility, Global Partnership on 
Output-Based Aid (a multi-donor trust fund), Japan 
International Cooperation Agency, SNV, United States 
Agency for International Development and so on 26). 

From 2008 to the end of 2015, ADB provided USD 33 
million loans for IDCOL’s SHS program 26). World Bank 
supported project named Second Rural Electrification 
and Renewable Energy Development (RERED II) project, 
helped the farmers of Bangladesh to install solar 
irrigation pumps to replace the conventional diesel and 
electric pumps. World Bank committed to providing 
USD 155 million for the RERED II project 27).   

World Bank supported electrification project enabled 
Bangladesh to gain carbon credits (Certified Emission 
Reductions, CER) for lowering greenhouse gas 
emissions under the UNFCCC’s Clean Development 
Mechanism (CDM). The program is targeted to achieve 
1.1 million carbon credits by 2016. The companies 
involved in the project shared the revenue earned by 
selling the carbon credit to the World Bank’s Community 
Development Carbon Fund 28).  

 
 

3.3 Solar panel price reduction 
Solar panel price reduction has a significant influence 

on solar power progress in Bangladesh. Fig. 8 shows the 
solar panel price history for the year 1977 to 2014. It is 
evident from the figure that almost 97% price reduction 
is occurred within the year 1977 to 2010. Therefore, the 
installation cost is reduced largely after 2010 and it 
becomes affordable for rural people which make them 
interested to use solar energy 26).  

 

Fig. 8: Solar panel price history 26)  
 

3.4 Private sector participation  
Private sector participation has played a significant 

role in the progression of solar energy in small scale like 
Grameen Shakti, Srizony Bangladesh, BRAC, Navana 
Renewable Energy Limited etc. Several big solar power 
based projects are going to be implemented by private 
companies. At present, three big projects are going to be 
implemented by the sponsorship of private organization. 
A 200 MW capacity Independent Power Plant (IPP) in 
Teknaf, Coxs Bazar by SunEdison, 50 MW in 
Mymensing by Hetat-IFDC-Ditrolic and 32 MW in 
Sunamganj by Edisun-Powerpoint-Haor Bangla are 
going to be implemented. 

 
3.5 Public awareness 

Public awareness is an important factor for the 
flourishment of solar energy. Bangladesh Government 
has taken so many initiatives to make the nation 
conscious about renewable energy and energy efficiency. 
The government has started schooling program, where 
different types of energy efficiency and renewable 
energy related videos are shown to the students. In 
addition, students are asked to make their family and 
neighbor conscious about using renewable energy as well 
as using energy efficiently. Another initiative to create 
awareness among children is to perform an essay 
competition on renewable energy-related topic, which is 
selected by national committee every year 29). Besides, 
government holds different debate program and art 
competition on the renewable energy-related theme at the 
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school level. An exhibition like National Renewable 
Energy Expo is also for creating awareness among the 
general people. People have become interested in using 
RE based equipment and systems like solar pump, SHS 
etc. In urban areas, people are installing rooftop solar PV 
systems to meet some portion of building energy 
demand. 
 
4. Conclusions 

For the flourishment of solar energy in Bangladesh, 
the major contributing factors are found government 
policy and initiatives, international influence as well as 
as solar panel price reduction. Besides, private 
participation in the energy sector and public awareness 
also played an imperative role.  

To fulfill the future solar energy target, the 
government can take more initiatives like fiscal 
incentives to encourage mass people and private 
investors. Several countries of the world have high 
advancement in solar energy; therefore, it will be worthy 
to make an analysis of those countries policies to be 
followed by Bangladesh government. 
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